Organizers of the conference

Ministry of Education and
Conference objectives
Analysis and generalization of theoretical and applied results of investigations in the field of development and creation of high-quality control systems of modern and promising objects.
The following sections worked during the conference.
1. Mathematical problems of control, optimization and game theory. 2. Control and identification under uncertainty. 3. Automatic control in engineering systems. 4. Control of aerospace and other moving objects. 5. Control in natural, social and economic systems. 6. Promising information technologies and intellectual control. 7. Problems of staff training for automation of production. More than 300 participants took part in the conference, including representatives of Russian Federation, Belarus, Poland, Uzbekistan. At 3 plenary meetings 7 reports were made. The greatest interest was aroused by the following reports:
• academician of RAN A.B. Kurzhansky "Methods of dynamical optimization in problems of objective control"; • professor B.N. Kiforenko "Problem of interpretation of properties of optimal control invariant relative to control objective and performance criterion". The largest number of reports (more than 100) was presented in 6-th section. Program committee of the conference highlighted a number of reports, which caused lively discussion, namely the following:
• Kovtun I.V. "Search of a part of the optimal solution in problems of division"; The section dealing with training of experts in the field of automation of production in higher educational establishments of Ukraine was organized for the first time.
The conference "Avtomatika-2004" was held on a high scientific level and showed modern state of art of investigations (first of all in Ukraine) in the field of theory and practice of control.
Terms and place of holding the next conference "Avtomatika-2005" will be announced by the National Committee of Ukrainian Association on Automatic Control later.
